Case Report

Presumed Presence of Extensor Indicis et Digiti Medii Communis Muscle in a 70-Year-Old White Male Donor
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Abstract: Forearm extensor muscle variations can be diverse and, in some instances, rare. During a routine anatomical dissection of human cadaveric donors during the 2021 first-year medical gross anatomy course and 2021 graduate nursing advanced anatomy course at the Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences, bilateral agenesis of the extensor carpi ulnaris muscle was noted in one 70-year-old white male donor. This variation is described as extremely rare in the literature. The presence of an extensor indicis et digit medii tendon, a variant of the extensor indicis tendon, appeared to be evident in post-dissection photographs on the left hand. The presence of a duplicated extensor indicis proprius tendon appears to be evident on the right hand. However, further inspection of this region was impeded as the body was sent for cremation prior to the variation being identified. The presence of various juncturae tendinum was also noted bilaterally. Reported prevalence of extensor indicis muscle variants ranges from 0.75% to 13%, depending on the specific type or grouping of variations observed. Knowledge of variations in the extensor compartment of the forearm and wrist is crucial for orthopedic surgeons and specialists. Alteration of surgical approaches may be necessary if such a variation is present. Such variations can be options for grafts, resulting in minimal functional change to the grafted area due to the continued existence of other muscles performing similar functions. Knowledge of such variations, and alternative, synonymous names for them, is also important for anatomy instructors, who may need to assist students in identifying these rare variations during anatomical dissection.
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1. Introduction

The extensor compartment of the forearm and wrist in humans can have multiple anatomical variations. Many of these variations are asymptomatic and incidentally found during surgery, trauma response, or assessments of the hand in instances of pain. The extensor indicis et digit medii muscle (EIMe) originates from the extensor indicis proprius muscle (EIP) (Figure 1a). It plays a role in the extension of the second finger. The origin of the EIP varies between the ulna, radius, carpus, or interosseous membrane [1]. More unusual origins for the EIP include the lunate, scaphoid, and capitate bones with termination at the head of the proximal phalanx of the index finger or second finger [1]. The muscle belly of the EIP runs deep to the extensor digitorum communis tendons (EDCs) and is found rather invariably among humans, gorillas, and chimpanzees [1,2]. Variations in size, origin, insertion, duplications, and/or supernumerary tendons, however, can be found [1,2]. Another variant of the EIP is a duplicated EIP (DEIP), which is a complete duplication of the EIP muscle and should not be confused with a distal splitting to have multiple tendons (Figure 1b).
complete duplication of the EIP muscle and should not be confused with a distal splitting to have multiple tendons (Figure 1b).

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the left hand with the extensor indicis et digiti medii muscle (EIMe) indicated by the thick black lines. (b) Schematic of the right hand with the duplicated extensor indicis proprius muscle (DEIP) indicated by the thick black line.

The EIMe and DEIP are categorized as “supernumerary tendons, with normal muscle origins” [1]. In the literature, supernumerary tendons are classified as: complete duplication of the EIP tendon, separate muscles coexisting with normal extensor pollicis longus (EPL)
and EIP while providing tendons to the first and second fingers, the extensor medii proprius muscle (EMP) and extensor indicis et medii communis muscle (EIMC), and special tendons to the second, third, and fourth fingers [1]. Specifically, duplicated tendons that insert at the second and third fingers have been observed, with the combined muscle referred to as the EIMC and the muscle inserting on the middle finger as the EMP [1]. It should be noted that the extensor digiti medii and EMP are synonymous terms, but throughout this work, EMP will be used. Similarly, the EIMC can also be referred to as the extensor indicis et medii proprius or extensor indicis et medii accessorius [3–8]. We will use EIMC for consistency. Throughout this work, EIMe refers to the muscle that splits off from the EIMC, which then extends onto the second finger. It should be noted that because the EIMe has a different origin and insertion points, it is considered a separate anatomical variant from a tendinous slip. As a muscular variant of the EIP, the EIMe also plays a role in independent digit extension. Specific rates for the presence of the EIMe were difficult to find. Multiple works, however, have reported the prevalence of other extensor tendon variants, including the EIP, EMP, EIMC, and extensor pollicis et indicis muscle tendon (EPI). Yammine (2015) describes the systematic review and meta-analysis of 21 studies and reports a pooled prevalence estimate of 1.6% for the EIMC, specifically [2]. The article further states that the EIMC was most often found in North American populations when compared to European, Indian, and Japanese populations [2]. We presume the EIMC was present in the left hand of this donor if the observed variant in the first finger was correctly identified as the EIMe. Because of the limited visibility in the photos taken for Granite et al. (2022) [8] and the subsequent cremation of the donor’s remains, it is not possible to reflect the superficial structures in order to obtain an unobstructed view of the muscle for more definitive identification as the EIMe. With respect to the DEIP, because it is a duplication, this variant serves the same function as a singular EIP. Historically, the prevalence of the DEIP has varied from 2.7% to 16%. Cauldwell et al. (1943) reported a prevalence of 2.7%, whereas Wood (1868) reported 9.3%, and von Schroeder (1995) reported 16% [1,6,9]. A DEIP involves a completely duplicated and robust muscle belly, which should not be confused with splitting into an additional distal slip.

The purpose of this case report is to alert surgeons and anatomists of the existence of the EIMe anatomical variation and the possibility that this variation may also be present in future patients or donors. It also serves to clarify any alternative, synonymous names for select variants that exist in the literature in order to reduce confusion.

2. Case Description

During routine anatomical dissection of human cadaveric donors during the 2021 first-year medical gross anatomy course and 2021 graduate nursing advanced anatomy course at the Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences, Granite et al. (2022) found a 70-year-old White male donor with bilateral agenesis of the extensor carpi ulnaris muscle (ECU) [10]. The donor’s cause of death was pneumonia.

After the case report on bilateral agenesis of the ECU was published in February 2022, we noted an unfamiliar muscle and tendon variant present on the left hand of the donor [10]. The variant in question was located on the dorsal aspect of the left hand and appeared to be a separate tendon from both the extensor digitorum muscle (ED) and EIP tendons. Because the donor was cremated, further dissection of the limb to remove the superficial tendons and determine the origin of the tendon in question was not possible. There are, however, other works describing the presence of a variant matching what was observed in this donor [1–8,11]. After reviewing descriptions of variants affecting the extensor compartment of the forearm and wrist, we have reason to believe that the tendon in question for this donor is the EIMe (Figure 2).
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The presence of juncturae tendinum (JT) was also noted bilaterally (Figure 4a,b). Based on the classifications outlined by Abdel-Hamid et al. (2013), we believe there are at least six cumulative JTs in this donor [12]. Specifically, three JTs were noted in the left hand: a type 2 JT between the second and third digits, a type 3r JT between the third and fourth digits, and a type 3y JT between the fourth and fifth digits (Figure 4a). Three JTs were noted in the right hand: a type 2 JT between the second and third digits, a type 3r JT between the third and fourth digits, and a type 3y JT between the fourth and fifth digits (Figure 4b).
Figure 4. (a) Schematic of the left hand highlighting the juncturae tendinum (JT): a type 2 JT between the second and third digits (highlighted in green), a type 3r JT between the third and fourth digits (highlighted in red), and a type 3y JT between the fourth and fifth digits (highlighted in blue). (b) Schematic of the right hand highlighting the juncturae tendinum (JT): a type 2 JT between the second and third digits (highlighted in green), a type 3r between the third and fourth digits (highlighted in red), and a type 3y JT between the fourth and fifth digits (highlighted in light purple).
3. Discussion

Reported variations of the EIP and its tendon include one or more distal slips and attachment of slips to other digits, including the EMP, EIMC, and EPI. Yammine (2015) reported an EMP prevalence of 3.7%, with a bilateral variation being rarer, while prevalence of the EIMC tendon was 1.6%, and the prevalence of the EPI was 0.75% [2]. Yammine (2015) has cited variations in frequencies based on gender, ancestry, laterality, and side [2].

With respect to slips of the EIP, single-slip EIPs are the most common, whereas the prevalence steeply decreases with the increased number of slips [2,6]. Yammine (2015) reports a pooled prevalence estimate of 92.6%, 7.2%, and 0.3% for the single-, double-, and triple-slip EIP, respectively [2]. The single-slip variation frequently inserts on the ulnar side of the EDC of the second finger (EDC-index) in 98.3% [2]. The attachment location of these single-, double-, or triple-slip EIPs may also vary. Yammine (2015) reports a prevalence of 53.5% for additional EIP slips on the ulnar side of the ED to the second digit [2]. The ulnar location of the observed right-hand variant remains consistent with Yammine’s data. However, we believe that this observed variant is more robust than a typical extra slip of the EIP and is more likely to be a DEIP. The prevalence of a DEIP ranges from 2.7% to 16% [1,6,9].

Although the actions or functions may be similar for the tendinous slips of the ED to the second digit and the EIMe, the EIMe has its own muscle belly and origin and, as a result, is referenced as a distinctly different muscle in the anatomical variation literature [1–8,11].

Komiyama et al. (2019) reported variations of the EIP by classification of supernumerary muscles or tendons into four types, each with two subtypes [4]. However, they did not observe any cases of EIMC or EMIe and, therefore, did not include these variations in their subtype classifications. In general, it is agreed that, for the second finger, the most frequent variation of the EIP is the presence of a single supernumerary tendon, mostly occurring on the ulnar side of the ED tendon [4,6].

Embryological development of the upper limb begins at approximately 26 days after fertilization with the presence of the apical ectodermal ridge [13]. Of the four embryological developmental zones, the three that are relevant to this work are the zeugopod (future forearm), mesopod (future wrist), and autopod (future hand) [13]. After zones are established, cartilage and other cells begin to form joints, bones, tendons, and muscles. Muscle fibers can be found in the limb bud by week 7 of development [13]. Specific limb development occurs along three axes: proximodistal, anteroposterior, and dorsoventral. The proximodistal axis influences limb growth proximally to distally. The anteroposterior axis is important for developing ulnar and radial structures, with the Sonic Hedgehog gene (SHH) specifically affecting the development of the second and third fingers via chemical growth and differentiation signaling [13]. The dorsoventral axis is important for development of both the dorsal and ventral structures, with the Wnt family member 7A gene (WNT7A) in the dorsal ectoderm and LIM homeobox transcription factor 1 beta (LMX1B) in the dorsal mesoderm being responsible for the development of extensor tendons in the hand [13].

The EIP can be involved in pain syndromes, trauma, and tendon transfers during reconstructive surgery. Examples include external trauma, extensor indicis proprius syndrome [4], rheumatoid arthritis, and osteoarthritis [11]. In cases of reconstruction involving trauma, options for grafts depend on which ligaments are still present [14]. Grafts sourced from the extensor retinaculum or flexor digitorum superficialis are often used in finger reconstruction requiring joint stabilization [14]. The EIP is frequently used for tendon transfer following extensor rupture due to rheumatoid arthritis [14]. In cases where a DEIP is present, this could allow for tendon transfer of one EIP with preservation of the alternate EIP.

Similar to the EIP, the relevance for the EIMe likely revolves around the surgical possibilities. Currently recognized extra tendon sources aside from the EDC include the EIP, EMP, EIMC, EPI, and EDM [15]. Although clinical practice currently revolves around utilizing the EIP, further research could evaluate the legitimacy of using the EIMe for tendon transfer, if it is a robust graft source, in place of the EIP. Yammine (2019) determined that there is a 40% probability of finding extra slips and an 8.5% probability of an EIP variant tendon (EMP, EIMC, or EPI) being present [15]. Extra slips and EIP variant tendons can be
used in reconstructive surgery [15]. If slips are to be used as replacement tendons, surgeons should remember that there are variations in their frequency based on ethnicity [15]. There is also the possibility of retaining second finger extension despite traditional EIP tendon transfer if the EIMe is present. Use of MRI to gain an understanding of each patient’s musculature within the hand can allow surgeons to alter approaches as needed.

Other considerations for the identified muscle and tendon variant of the left hand include the EMP, extensor digiti brevis manus muscle (EDBM), and extensor indicis brevis manus muscle (EIBM). The EMP originates at the ulna below the EIP and either inserts at the extensor aponeurosis of the third finger or splits to supply slips to both the second and third fingers [1]. Von Schroeder and Botte (1991) describe the EMP as a distinctly different muscle belly from the EIP that inserts into the third finger [5]. It is possible for the EMP to be fused to part of the EIP, making its identification difficult in some cases [1]. The EDBM originates from the ulna or ulnar half of the carpal bones, which is notably narrower when compared to the wider range of origins for the EIP [1]. It is described as a “short carpal extensor” that inserts either into the metacarpals or other extensor tendons of a respective digit [1]. Similar in name and origin to the EDBM, the EIBM is an EDBM variant with at least one muscle belly and/or tendon that is distinguishable from the EIP [1,16,17]. The EIBM inserts at either the proximal or distal phalanx of the second digit [16,17]. Like the EDBM, the EIBM can join extensor tendons, such as the EIP [1]. Interestingly, the EIBM and EIP coexistence has been reported by Esakkiammal et al. (2021), while EDBM and EIP presence may be mutually exclusive [16].

Bilateral presence of JT was also noted in the donor. Abdel-Hamid et al. (2013) defines JT as “short bands of connective tissue present between the adjacent extensor tendons on the dorsum of the hand” [12]. There are various classifications of JT based on the thickness of the connective tissue, whether it is filamentous or tendinous, and the shape or angle of the band’s connections [12]. Variations in incidence exist based on the type and location of the JT in the second, third, or fourth intermetacarpal spaces of the hand [12].

4. Conclusions

Although the extensor compartment of the forearm and hand can have extensive anatomical variations, not all variations are equally common. While the prevalence of the EMP is 3.7% and the EPI is 0.75%, the prevalence of the EIMC is 1.6% [2]. These variations are all quite rare in the literature. This may be due to a general decreased awareness of authors of their existence in patients or donors.

A major limitation of this case report was identifying the possible EIMe after the donor had been sent for incineration. Our hypothesis that the tendon and muscle observed inserting into the second and third digits of the left hand is the EIMe was based on the available images of the donor and the descriptions of the EIMe in other works. We also believe it is possible that the EIMC is also present if the identified variant is the EIMe, but no longer have the means to verify this suspicion. We believe the observed variant of the second digit on the right hand is a DEIP. In the same way, because the donor was cremated, this case report was limited in verifying a complete duplication of the EIP. However, because it is fairly robust, we believe that this is a more appropriate designation rather than simply an additional distal slip.

The importance of identifying anatomical variations is twofold: to alert anatomists of these possible variations that may have embryonic development origins, and to ensure surgeons are aware of alternate tendons that may prove useful during select procedures.
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